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In this paper we consider the heat equation u s Du in an unbounded domaint
N  .V ; R with a partly Dirichlet condition u x, t s 0 and a partly Neumann
condition u s u p on the boundary, where p ) 1 and n is the exterior unit normaln
on the boundary. It is shown that for a sectorial domain in R2 and an orthant
N  .domain in R there exists an explicit critical exponent p V ) 1 such that allc
 xpositive solutions blow up in finite time when p g 1, p while there existc
positive global solutions if p ) p and initial data are suitably small. All ourc
blowup results include the critical case. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let V be an unbounded domain in R N with piecewise smooth boundary
­ V. Let G and G be nonempty, connected, and disjoint open subsets of1 2
­ V with ­ V s G j G .1 2
In this paper we consider the following problem,
­ u
s Du for x g V , t ) 0, 1.1 .
­ t
­ u x , t .
ps u for x g G , t ) 0, 1.2 .1­n
u x , t s 0 for x g G , t ) 0, 1.3 .  .2
u x , 0 s u x G 0 for x g V , 1.4 .  .  .0
where p ) 1 and n is the exterior unit normal on ­ V.
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 w x.  .  .As p ) 1, it is well known cf. 13, 14 that the solution to 1.1 ] 1.4
 .will blow up in a finite time if u x is sufficiently large. We are interested0
in the Fujita type of critical exponent. Namely, all positive solutions blow
 xup in finite time if p g 1, p while global solutions exist when p ) pc c
and initial data are small. The number p is called the critical exponent.c
w xSince the classical paper 5 appeared, there has been a lot of work on the
Fujita type of critical exponent. It is well known that the critical number
depends not only on the space dimension but also the shape of domain in
 . pgeneral. For the heat equation with a nonlinear source f u s u , many
 w x .results are obtained cf. for examples, 1, 12, 15 , etc. . The interested
reader may find a good review about this subject and many more refer-
w x ences in 11 . When the nonlinearity occurs on the boundary i.e., G s ­ V1
 .  ..and G s B in 1.2 ] 1.3 , there was not much progress about the prob-2
lem until recently. When a domain is bounded, the critical exponent
 w x.p s `, i.e., all positive solutions blow up in finite time cf. 3, 7 . Thec
w xreader may find further references in 4 . When a domain is unbounded,
w xthe first result seems to be obtained by Deng, Fila, and Levine 2 where a
critical exponent is found for a parabolic system coupled in the Neumann
 N 4boundary conditions in the half-space V s x g R : x ) 0 . In particu-n
w xlar, they showed that p s 1 q 1rN in this half-space. The authors of 8c
considered general convex cone-type domains and proved that p s 1 qc
1rN, which is rather surprising since p does not change if a half-space Vc
is replaced by a cone in R N. This is quite different from the case where the
p  w x.nonlinearity u occurs as the source in the equation cf. 1, 12 . There are
 w x .other related results in this directions cf. for examples, 6, 9 , etc. . When
the boundary condition is given by partly Dirichlet and partly Neumann
conditions, it is an open question as to what the critical exponent may be
and whether or not this number changes if a half-space domain is replaced
by a cone-type domain.
To find the critical number p , it is known that the key step is to analyzec
w xthe accurate global behavior of Green's function. In the paper 8 , one of
the major assumptions is that the domain must be convex; this condition
allows us to obtain that the Green's function is bounded from below by the
fundamental solution of the heat equation. However, this is no longer the
 .  .case when the boundary condition is a mixed type such as 1.2 ] 1.3 . For
 .  .the problem 1.1 ] 1.4 , it turns out that the critical exponent p stronglyc
depends on the size and dimension of the Dirichlet boundary. For an
 N 4orthant domain D s x g R : x ) 0, . . . , x ) 0, x ) 0, . . . , x ) 0s, k 1 s sq1 k
s k 4  4with G s D x g D : x s 0 and G s D x g D : x s 0 , we1 js1 s, k j 2 jssq1 s, k j
 .show that p s 1 q 1r N q k y s ; where k y s is the number of sides ofc
D where Dirichlet boundary conditions are taken. It is interesting tos, k
 .  .compare this with the critical number p D s 1 q 2r N q k for purec 0, k
Dirichlet boundary conditions when u p occurs as a source in the heat
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equation. The second main result is that for a sectional domain in R2,
 .  .p s 1 q 1r 2 q b , where b s pr 2u while u is the opening angle ofc 0 0
the sectional domain in polar coordinates. It is worthwhile noting that in
this case the critical exponent depends continuously on the domain. All
our blowup results include the critical exponents. During the preparation
of this paper, we learned that for the quarter domain in R2, Fila and
Levine recently found the critical exponent to be 4r3 with the exception of
the blowup part for the critical exponent itself, which is exactly the same as
 .ours corresponding to u s pr2 and hence b s 1 .0
To obtain the global solutions, we construct various supersolutions.
These constructions are quite complicated. For the blowup part, we
explore the behavior of Green's function and then use a general device
w xdeveloped in 8 to show the blowup property. For a sectorial domain in
R2, we introduce the polar coordinates to transform the problem into the
w xone with a nonlinear source term and use the idea of 1 to achieve the
desired result.
The paper is prepared in the following way. In Section 2, we state the
main results. In Section 3, we show the blowup part of the main results.
The global existence part of the main results will be established in Sec-
tion 4.
2. THE MAIN RESULTS
For a bounded domain V with G being empty, it is known that all2
positive solutions blow up in finite time if 1 - p - `. However, when G is2
 .  .nonempty, it is not difficult to show that the problem 1.1 ] 1.4 always has
a global solution if the initial data are small. For completeness, we state
this result as our first theorem.
 .THEOREM 2.1. The critical exponent p V s 1 if V is a bounded smoothc
 . < <domain with positi¨ e n y 1 -dimensional Lesbegue measure G ) 0; i.e.,2
 .  .there exist positi¨ e global solutions of 1.1 ] 1.4 for all 0 F t - ` if the
initial data are small.
For a sectional domain in R2, it is convenient to use the polar coordi-
nates,
V s r , u : r ) 0, 0 - u - u . 4 . 0
We assume that the Neumann and Dirichlet boundaries are given by
G s r , u : r ) 0 and G s r , 0 : r ) 0 , 4 4 .  .1 0 2
respectively.
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 .  .THEOREM 2.2. The critical exponent p V s 1 q 1r 2 q b , where b sc
 .pr 2u , in the following sense:0
 .  .i All positi¨ e solutions blow up in finite time if 1 - p F p V ;c
 .  .  . wii In the case p ) p V , global solutions exist if u r, u F h 1 yc 0
 b  ..x yr 2exp yr sin bu e for some small h ) 0. Moreo¨er, global solutions
decay at the rate 1rt1yd with any small d ) 0.
Remark 2.1. If V is a sectorial domain in R2 transformed from
rectangular coordinates, then 0 - u - 2p and therefore 1r4 - b - `.0
 .  .However, if we just consider the equation 1.1 ] 1.4 in polar coordinates
 .  .  .r, u g 0, ` = 0, u , one can certainly allow u to be any number in0 0
 .0, ` . From the proofs in Sections 3 and 4, it is not hard to see that
 .Theorem 2.2 is valid for all 0 - b - ` 0 - u - ` .0
Finally, we consider an orthant domain in R N,
V s x , x , . . . , x : x ) 0, x ) 0, . . . , x ) 0 , 2.1 4 .  .1 2 N 1 2 k
with the Neumann and Dirichlet boundaries given by
s
G s x g V : x s 0 , 2.2 . 5D1 j
js1
k
G s x g V : x s 0 , 2.3 . 5D2 j
jssq1
where 0 - s - k F N.
THEOREM 2.3. Let V be as abo¨e. Then the critical exponent
1
p V s 1 q .c N q k y s
in the following sense:
 .  .  .  .i If 1 - p F p V , all positi¨ e solutions of the system 1.1 ] 1.4c
blow up in finite time.
 .  .ii If p ) p V , then there exist solutions for all 0 F t - ` pro¨idedc
that the initial data satisfy
yx sq 1 yx k < < 2u x F s 1 y e ??? 1 y e exp y x for x g V , .  .  .  .0
where s is suitably small.
Moreo¨er, for any small « ) 0, we can take the initial ¨alue small enough
so that the global solutions decay to zero at the rate tyN r2q«.
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All the blowup parts of the theorem include the critical exponent itself.
As a by-product, we actually proved a theorem for the following one
space dimensional problem,
­ ­ 2 1 ­ b2 1
py y ¨ q ¨ s ¨ for 0 - r - `, t ) 0,2 2 /­ t r ­ r r­ r r
¨ r , 0 s ¨ r G 0 for 0 - r - `, 2.4 .  .  .0
¨ 0, t s 0 for t ) 0, .
where b ) 0.
 .THEOREM 2.4. If 1 - p F 1 q 1r b q 2 , then all nontri¨ ial solutions to
 .  .the system 2.4 blow up in finite time; while if p ) 1 q 1r b q 2 , then the
 . b  2 .global solution exists for 0 - t - ` pro¨ided ¨ r F s r exp yr for a0
sufficiently small s .
3. FINITE TIME BLOWUP
w xSimilar to 8 , we state a general result which ensures that all solutions
blow up in finite time if certain assumptions are satisfied.
 .  .By Green's representation, we can write the solution of 1.1 ] 1.4 as
t pu x , t s G x , y , t , 0 u y dy q G x , y , t , t u dS dt .  .  .  .H HH0 y
V 0 G1
for x g V , t ) 0, 3.1 .
 .where G x, y, t, t is the Green's function of the heat equation associated
 .  .with homogeneous mixed Dirichlet]Neumann conditions 1.2 ] 1.3 .
It is clear that
G x , y , t , t G 0 for x , y g V , t ) t ) 0. .
Assume that there exist constants c ) 0, C ) 0, 0 F b - 1, and non-0 1
Ä .  .negative functions G x, y, t y t , c x, t with the properties
ÄG x , y , t , t G G x , y , t y t for 1 - t - `, 0 F t - t , x , y g G , .  . 1
3.2 .
c F c x , t dS F C for 1 F t - `, 3.3 .  .H0 x 1
G1
b Ät G x , y , t y t c x , t dS G c c y , t .  .  .H x 0
G1
t
for y g G , 2 F t - `, F t F t . 3.4 .1 2
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We further assume that there exist constants c* ) 0 and h ) 0 such that
1rpp
yhc x , t G x , y , t , 0 u y dy dS G c*t for t 4 1. .  .  .H H 0 x / 5
G V1
3.5 .
 .  .LEMMA 3.1. Under the assumptions 3.2 ] 3.5 , all positi¨ e solutions of
 .  .  .1.1 ] 1.4 with initial ¨alue satisfying 3.5 blow up in finite time if
1 y b




p s 1 q , 3.7 .
h
 .the solution still blows up in a finite time if the initial datum satisfies 3.5 with
 .the constant c* in 3.5 being large enough.
w xProof. The proof is exactly the same as in 8 , replacing ­ V there with
G . We shall not repeat it here.1
Now we are going to show the blowup part for Theorem 2.2. Let
­ ­ 2 1 ­
L s y y .2­ t r ­ r­ r
Consider the one space dimensional problem
b2 ¨ r , t ¨ p .
L ¨ q G for r ) 0, t ) 0, 3.8 .2 rr
¨ r , t G 0 for r ) 0, t ) 0. 3.9 .  .
 .LEMMA 3.2. Let b ) 0 be a constant. If 1 - p F p s 1 q 1r 2 q b ,c
 .  .then any nontri¨ ial positi¨ e supersolution of 3.8 ] 3.9 blows up in a finite
time.
w xProof. The idea of the proof is borrowed from 1 . We modify their
proof to accommodate a different heat source term and to include the
critical case. By replacing t s 0 with t s « ) 0 if necessary, we may
assume without loss of generality that
¨ r , 0 ) 0 for 0 - r - `. .
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Let w be a solution of the problem
b2 w r , t w p .
L w q s for r ) 0, t ) 0,2 rr
w r , 0 s ¨ r , 0 for r ) 0, .  .
w 0, t s 0 for t ) 0. .
By the definition of a supersolution we have
¨ r , t G w r , t for r ) 0, t ) 0. .  .
 .Let c r be a function to be determined later with a fast decay property
  .  ..for c r and c 9 r as r ª `. Let
r 2
bF r , t s r c c j ) 0 for j ) 0 .  . . /t q 1
2
` r   ..bq1qpr py1bqpr py1. ’C t s r c dr s m ? t q 1 , .  .H  / /t q 10
where
`
bqpr py1. 2m s r c r dr - ` .H
0
is a positive constant.
By Jensen's inequality,
`
pw r , t F r , t .  .
r drH r C t .0
`
bqpr py1. 2r c r r t q 1 . . py1r py1.s r w dr .H C t .0
pbqpr py1. 2
` r c r r t q 1 . . y1r py1.G r w dr .H C t .0
p
`1
s w r , t F r , t r dr . .  .Hp  /C t . 0
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We rewrite this inequality as
pp
` `w r , t .
1ypF r , t r dr G C t w r , t F r , t r dr . 3.10 .  .  .  .  .H H /r0 0
A direct calculation shows
­ ­ 2 1 ­ b2 a
q q y q F r , t G 0, .2 2 /­ t r ­ r t q 1­ r r  .
provided
4jc 0 j q 4 q 4b y j c 9 j q ac j G 0 for j ) 0. 3.11 .  .  .  .  .
Now let
`
G t s F r , t w r , t r dr , for t ) 0, .  .  .H
0
 .Without loss of generality, we may assume that w r, 0 has compact
 .support. So w r, t will decay in r exponentially to zero for any t ) 0. By
the maximum principle,
p
«Ã0 F w r , t F C sup w r , t q 1 r for 0 - r - 1, t ) 0, .  .Ã
Ã0-r-1, 0-t-tÃ
if we take C to be large enough such that
p
2 2 «C b y « G 1 and C sup w r , 0 q 1 r G w r , 0 . .  .  .Ã
0-r-1Ã
Thus
< <lim w r , t s 0, and lim inf r w r , t s 0. .  . .r
rª0 rª0
  . Performing the integration by parts, we obtain notice that 3 q b y 2 q
. .b p G 0 under our assumption
a
1yp pG9 t G C t G t y G t .  .  .  .
t q 1
1 w  . x3qby 2qb p r21yp ps m t q 1 G t y a G t .  .  .
t q 1
3.12 .
1ypm G t .
py1 py1G G t y am . .
t q 1
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 .It is clear that G t blows up in a finite time if
`
b 2G 0 ' r c r w r , 0 r dr .  .  .H
0
`
1r py1. 1r py1. bqpr py1. 2) a m ' a r c r dr . 3.13 .  .H
0
To finish the proof, it suffices to find a fast decay function c satisfying
 .  .3.11 and 3.13 .
We let
c j s exp ykj for j ) 0, k ) 0 . 3.14 .  .  .  .
Next, we take
a s 4k 1 q b .
 .  .so that 3.11 is satisfied. Finally, we show 3.13 . We compute
` .1r py11r py1. bqpr py1. 2a m s 4k 1 q b r exp ykr dr .  .H
0
` .1r py1 wy2ybq1r py1.xr2 bqpr py1. 2s 4 1qb k r exp y r dr . .  .H
0
 .  . w  .xIf p - b q 3 r b q 2 , then y2 y b q 1r p y 1 r2 ) 0; thus for any
 .nontrivial nonnegative initial datum w r, 0 , we can take k to be small
 .enough so that 3.13 is satisfied. Therefore w blows up in a finite time and
so ¨ must blow up in a finite time.
 .  .For the critical case p s b q 3 r b q 2 , more accurate estimates are
 .needed. We start with the estimates for the solution w r, t . A direct
computation shows that
22 bb r r y 2 .
L q exp y F 0.2 bq1 /  /4 t y 1r  .t y 1 .
 . 4Using the maximum principle in the region r, t ; 0 - r - 1, 1 - t - 2 ,
we find that
r 2
bw r , 2 G h r exp y for 0 - r - 1, 3.15 .  . /4
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for some small h. Similarly, since
2 b 2b r r
L q exp y s 0,2 bq1 /  /4 t y 1r  .t y 1 .
 .we can apply the maximum principle in the region r, t ; 1 - r - `, 1 -
4t - 2 to obtain
r 2
bw r , 2 G h r exp y for 1 - r - ` 3.16 .  . /4
 .  .where h is replaced by a smaller number if necessary . Combining 3.15
 .  .and 3.16 and using the maximum principle in the region r, t ; 0 - r -
4`, 2 - t - ` , we derive
r b r 2
w r , t G h exp y for r ) 0, t ) 2. 3.17 .  .bq1  /4 t y 1 .t y 1 .
 .Substituting this inequality into the equation for w r, t , we find that
b2 r b py1 pr 2
pL q w r , t G h exp y .2  .bq1 p /  /4 t y 1r  .t y 1 .
for r ) 0, t ) 2. 3.18 .
We now let
`
bH t s r w r , t r dr for t ) 2 .  .H
0
  .  .again note that w r, 0 has compact support so that w r, t decays expo-
nentially fast at r s ` for any finite t for which w is still bounded, and
 . .  .therefore H t is well defined . Using 3.18 , we find that
`
pd w
bH t s r r dr . H  /dt r0
`
b py1 2r pr
p bG h r exp y r drH  .bq1 p  /4 t y 1 .0 t y 1 .
 .bqb pq1 r2
`t y 1 .
p bqb p 2s h j exp yj dj .H .bq1 p
0t y 1 .
y1s h t y 1 for t ) 2 h ) 0 . .  .0 0
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It follows that
H T G h log T y 1 for T ) 2. 3.19 .  .  .0
To prove finite time blowup, we can replace the initial datum with the
 .datum at t s T. Notice that in the critical case, 3.13 is equivalent to
` .1r py1 bqpr py1. 2G T ) 4 1 q b r exp yr dr , 3.20 .  .  .  .H
0
where the right-hand side of the above inequality is independent of k the
 . .left-hand side G T depends on k through c . By the monotone conver-
gence theorem,
lim G T s H T G h log T y 1 , .  .  .0
kª0q
 .and therefore 3.20 will be satisfied if we first take T to be large enough
and then take k to be small enough. The lemma is proved.
Proof of the Blowup Part in Theorem 2.2. Under the polar coordinates
the heat equation becomes
1 1
u s u q u q u , r ) 0, 0 - u - u , 3.21 .t r r r uu 02r r
On the boundary of V,
u r , b .u 0 pu s s u on G s r , u : r G 0 , 4 .n 1 0r
u r , 0 s 0 on G s r , 0 : r G 0 . 4 .  .2
We first assume that
­
u r , u G 0. 3.22 .  .0­u
 .It is clear that, by applying the maximum principle, u ) 0 for r, u g V,u
t ) 0. Define
u0¨ r , t s bu r , u , t sin bu du , .  .  .H
0
 .  .  .where b s pr 2u . We multiply Eq. 3.21 by b sin bu and integrate with0
 .respect to u over 0, u to obtain0
1 b2 bu p r , u .0¨ s ¨ q ¨ y ¨ q .t r r r 2r rr
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 .As u r, u is monotone increasing in the u-direction, we see that
p
u0p pu r , u G ub sin bu du G ¨ . .  .H0  /0
 .It follows that ¨ x, t satisfies
1 b2 b¨ p
¨ G ¨ q ¨ y ¨ q ,t r r r r2r rr
1r py1.  .  .and b ¨ r, t satisfies 3.8 .
 .By Lemma 3.2, we know that ¨ x, t blows up in a finite time as long as
 .¨ x, 0 G 0 and it is nontrivial.
 .  .If 3.22 is not satisfied, we can always find a new initial datum u r, u0
 .satisfying 3.22 such that
u r , u F u r , u , « .  .0
for some small « ) 0. This gives a subsolution which blows up in a finite
time.
N  .Remark 3.1. Let V be a cone in R and let C Q be the eigenfunction
< <for the first eigenvalue for the Laplace]Beltrami operator on x s 1, i.e.,
< < 4D C q v C s 0 for Q g V l x s 1 ,Q 1
­
< < 4C s 0 for Q g G l x s 1 ,1­n
< < 4C s 0 for Q g G l x s 1 ,2
C dQ s 1,H
 < < 4Vl x s1
where v ) 0 is the first eigenvalue. In the case of a sectorial domain in1
2  .R , C s b sin bu and we use the monotonicity in u to obtain
u x , Q , t C Q dS G c u x , Q , t C Q dQ , 3.23 .  .  .  .  .H HQ
 < < 4  < < 4G l x sr Vl x sr1
 .where c is a positive constant. It is not clear whether 3.23 is valid for a
suitable subsolution in the case of a general cone in R N. That is why our
blowup result is restricted to a sectorial domain in R2 only.
w xRemark 3.2. Based on Remark 3.1 and the results obtained in 1 for
the equation with interior heat sources, we conjecture that for a general
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cone in R N, the critical exponent should be
1 1 1 2p s 1 q g s y N y 2 q v q N y 2 . .  .(c q 1 /N q g 2 4q
To prove the blowup part of Theorem 2.3, we shall first study the
properties of Green's function. Using the reflection method, we shall
 .construct Green's function G x, y, t, t explicitly. We start with the funda-
 .  .mental solution G x y y, t y t s G x y y , . . . , x y y , t y t for the1 1 N N
 4heat operator. In order to have y­ Gr­ y s 0 on y s 0 , we set1 1
G x , y , t y t s G x y y , . . . , x y y , t y t .  .1 1 1 n n
q G x q y , . . . , x y y , t y t . .1 1 N N
 .  .It is clear that G x, y, t y t s G x , y , x y y , . . . , x y y , t y t .1 1 1 1 2 2 N N
 .Then we construct G x, y, t, t as2
G x , y , t , t s G x , y , x y y , . . . , x y y , t y t .  .2 1 1 1 2 2 N N
q G x , y , x q y , . . . , x y y , t y t . .1 1 1 2 2 N N
Clearly, with the above construction,
­ G ­ G2 2s 0, s 0, x g V , t ) t ) 0.
­ y ­ y1 2y s0 y s01 2
We can continue this process and define
G s G x , y , . . . , x y y , . . . , x y y , t y t .s sy1 1 1 s s N N
q G x , y , . . . , x q y , . . . , x y y , t y t . .sy1 1 1 s s N N
Then,
­ G ­ Gs ss 0, . . . , s 0, x g V , t ) t ) 0.
­ y ­ y1 sy s0 y s01 s
 .  .Now we construct G x, y, t y t from G x, y, t y t . Sets
G x , y , t y t .sq1
s G x , y , . . . , x , y , x y y , . . . , x y y , t y t .s 1 1 s s sq1 sq1 N N
y G x , y , . . . , x , y , x q y , . . . , x y y , t y t . .s 1 1 s s sq1 sq1 N N
Then
G s 0, x g V , t ) t ) 0.y s0sq1 sq 1
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Moreover, the normal derivative with respect to y is still equal to 0 oni
y s 0 for i s 1, . . . , s. We can continue this process and finally definei
G x , y , t y t .k
s G x , y , . . . , x , y , x y y , . . . , x y y , t y t .ky1 1 1 ky1 ky1 k k N N
y G x , y , . . . , x , y , x q y , . . . , x y y , t y t . .ky1 1 1 ky1 ky1 k k N N
 .  .We claim G x, y, t y t s G x, y, t y t is the Green's function on V.k
Indeed, it is clear that
G q D G s 0, t ) t , y g V .t y
Moreover, from the construction,
­ G
y s 0, i s 1, . . . , s
­ yi y s0i
and
G x , y , t , t s 0, j s s q 1, . . . , k . . y s0j
 .LEMMA 3.3. The abo¨e Green's function G x, y, t y t satisfies the esti-
mate
k
yx y r tyt .j jG x , y , t , t G 1 y e G x y y , t y t .  .  . 5
jssq1
k x yj jG G x y y , t y t . . 5t y t q x yjssq1 j j
Proof. From the construction, we see
G x , y , t y t s 1 q eyx 1 y1 r tyt . G x y y , t y t . .  .  .1
Similarly,
G x , y , t y t s 1 q eyx 1 y1 r tyt . ??? 1 q eyx s ys r tyt . G x y y , t y t . .  .  .  .s
By the similar calculation,
G x , y , t y t s G x , y , . . . , x y y , . . . , x y y , t y t .  .sq1 s 1 1 sq1 sq1 N N
y G x , y , . . . , x q y , . . . , x y y , t y t .s 1 1 sq1 sq1 N N
s 1 q eyx 1 y1 r tyt . ??? 1 q eyx s ys r tyt . .  .
= 1 y eyx sq 1 ysq 1 r tyt . G x y y , t y t . .  .
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 .After k y s -steps, we see that
G x , y , t y t .
s 1 q eyx 1 y1 r tyt . ??? 1 q eyx s ys r tyt . .  .
= 1 y eyx sq 1 ysq 1 r tyt . ??? 1 y eyx k yk r tyt . G x y y , t y t .  .  .
G 1 y eyx sq 1 ysq 1 r tyt . ??? 1 y eyx k yk r tyt . G x y y , t y t .  .  .
k x yj jG G x y y , t y t , . 5t y t q x yjssq1 j j
yz  .since 1 y e G zr 1 q z for all z G 0.
We shall use d , c , C as generic constants which may be different from0 1
one line to the next. Now we take
ÄG x , y , t y t s G x , y , t y t , .  .
 U 4c x , t s h x , t h x , t h x , t x x g G , .  .  .  .1 2 3 1
where
k x j ’h x , t s x 1 F x F t .  51 j /tjssq1
s 1 ’h x , t s x 0 F x F t h x , t s 1 if s s 1 .  . . 52 j 2 /’tjs2
N 1 ’< <h x , t s x x F t h x , t s 1 if N s k .  . . 53 j 3 /’tjskq1
GU s x g ­ V : x s 0, 0 - x - `, 2 F i F s ; .1 1 i
1 - x - `, s q 1 F j F k , . 4j
 U4 Uand x x g G is the characteristic function of G . Clearly, there exist1 1
constants c ) 0 and C ) 0 such that0 1
0 - c F c x , t dS s c x , t dS F C - `, for t ) 2. .  .H H0 x x 1
UG G1 1
 .To verify the condition 3.4 with b s 1r2, we compute for tr2 - t - t,
’t G x , y , t y t c x , t dS .  .H x
UG1
k x yj j ’G t y t G x y y , t y t c x , t dx ??? dx .  .H 2 N 5U t y t q x yG jssq1 j j1
G dc y , t J J J , 3.24 .  .1 2 3
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where
22k x 1 x y y .j j j’tJ s exp y dx , H1 j 5’t y t q x y 4 t y t .t y t1jssq1 j j
’1 F y F t s q 1 F j F k .j
2s 1 x y y .j j’t ’J s exp y dx , 0 F y F t 2 F j F s .H2 j j 5’ 4 t y t .t y t0js2
and
2N 1 x y y .j j’tJ s exp y dx , H3 j 5’ 4 t y t .t y t’y tjskq1
’< <y F t k q 1 F j F N . .j
We claim that there exists a constant c ) 0 such that0
J ) c , J G c ) 0, J G c ) 0, if t ) 4.1 0 2 0 3 0
Clearly,
J G c ) 0, J G c , if t ) 4.2 0 3 0
Now we show the claim for J .1
22k x 1 x y y .j j j’tJ s exp y dx H1 j 5’t y t q x y 4 t y t .t y t1jssq1 j j
2 2k j q z j . .’ ’ jt yy r tytjs exp y dj H  51 q j q z z 4 .  .’1yy r tytjssq1 j jj
yj
z s .j /’t y t
It is clear that
’1 y y t y y .j jF 0 F ,’ ’t y t t y t
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’ ’and notice that y F t F t ,j
’ ’ ’t y y 1 y y t y 1 t 1 .j jy s G G if t ) 4. 3.25 .’ ’ ’ ’ 2t y t t y t t y t 2 t y t
If
’t y y 1j G , 3.26 .’ 4t y t
then
2 2j q z j . .’ ’ jt yy r tytj exp y djH  51 q j q z z 4 .  .’1yy r tyt j jj
2 2j q z j .1r4 jG exp y djH  51 q j q z z 4 .0 j j
2
1 j q z .1r4 jG exp y djH 2 /64 0 1 q j q z .j
1 j 2 1 1 11r4
G exp y dj s y arctan exp y .H 2 /  /  /64 4 4 641 q j0
On the other hand if
’t y y 1j
- , 3.27 .’ 4t y t
 .then 3.25 implies that
1 y y 1 .j
- y ,’ 4t y t
and
’y t 1 3j
z s ) y G ,j ’ ’ 4 4t y t t y t
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and
2 2j q z j . .’ ’ jt yy r tytj exp y djH  51 q j q z z 4 .  .’1yy r tyt j jj
2 2j q z j .0 jG exp y djH  51 q j q z z 4 .y1r4 j j
2
1 y1r4 q z .0 jG exp y djH 2 /64 1 q zy1r4 j
2
1 1 z r2 1 1 .jG exp y G exp y .2 /  /4 64 64 641 q zj
 .  .Combining the two cases 3.26 and 3.27 , we derive
J G c ) 0.1 0
 .  . UNow 3.24 implies that condition 3.4 is satisfied since G is a subset1
of G .1
 .  .Next we shall verify the condition 3.5 . Again we may assume u x )0
d ) 0 on a given compact subset of V, for a small d . Then,
G x , y , t , 0 u y dy .  .H 0
V
k x y2 2 j jG d ??? G x y y , t u y dy ??? dy .  .H H 0 1 N /t q x y1 1 jssq1 j j
k 2< <d x xjG exp y , 3.28 .Nr2  5 /t q x 2 tt jssq1 j
 .for t g 1, ` , x g V. It follows from Jensen's inequality that
1rpp
c x , t G x , y , t , 0 u y dy dS .  .  .H H 0 x / 5UG V1
G d c x , t G x , y , t , 0 u y dy dS .  .  .H H 0 x 5UG V1
k 2< <d x xjG c x , t exp y dS . H xNr2  5U  /t q x 2 tt G jssq1 j1
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2kd x x xj j j’tG exp y dx H jNr2  5 /t t q x 2 tt 1jssq1 j
2 2s N1 x 1 xj j’ ’t t
= exp y dx exp y dx H Hj j 5  5’ ’ /  /2 t 2 tt t’0 y tjs2 jskq1
k 2 2j j1y Nqkys.r2G d t exp y dj H  5’ /21 q jr t’1r tjssq1
G d ty Nqkys.r2 for t ) 4.
 .  .This implies that for h s N q k y s r2, the condition 3.5 is satisfied. It
follows from Lemma 3.1 that all positive solutions will blow up in finite
 .time if p - p s 1 q 1r N q k y s .c
 .We now consider the critical case p s p s 1 q 1r N q k y s . Fromc
 .  .3.28 and the representation formula 3.1 , we have
p 2k < <d x p xjpu x , t G exp y . pNr2  / /t q x 2 tt jssq1 j
p 2k ’ < <d x t p xjs exp y ,Nqkysq1.r2  / /t q x 2 tt jssq1 j
for x g V and t ) 1.
 .It follows from the representation formula 3.1 that
p 2k ’ < <1 y t p yt j
u x , t G d exp y . HH Nqkysq1.r2  / /t q y 2tt1 G jssq1 j1
k x yj j
= G x y y , t y t dS dt . y /t y t q x yjssq1 j j
p2 k ’< <x 1 y ttr2 jG d exp y H H Nr22qkys.r2 /  /t t q y1 G t t y t jssq1 . j1
k 2 2 2 2< < < < < < < <x y x p y x q y dSj j y
= exp y y dt Ny1.r2 /  /t q x y t 2t 2 tyt t .jssq1 j j
p2 k ’< <d x y ttr2 jG exp y H HNqkys.  / ’ /tt t q t y1 G jssq11 j
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k ’t x y 1j j
=  5’ tt t q x y .jssq1 j j
< < 2 < < 2 < < 2 < < 2x p y x q y dSy
=exp y y dtNy1.r2 /t 2t t t
p2 k ’< <d x y r ttr2 jG exp y H HNqkys.r2  / ’ /tt 1 q y r t1 G jssq11 j
k ’ ’x r t y r t 1j j
=  5’ ’ t1 q x r t 1 q y r tjssq1  /  /j j
< < 2p q 2 y dS . y
=exp y dtNy1.r2 /2t t
2k ’ < <d x r t x dttr2jG exp y HNqkys.r2  / 5’ t tt 11 q x r tjssq1  /j
2k ’ < <d t x r t xjG log exp yNqkys.r2  /  / 5’2 tt 1 q x r tjssq1  /j
for x g V , t ) 1.
Thus
G x , y , t , 0 u y , t dy .  .H 0
V
k x yj jG d G x y y , t u y , t dy .  .H 0 /t q x yV jssq1 j j
d t0G logNqkys.r2  /2t0
k k ’y r t1 t x y’j 0 j j
=  H Nr2  5 5t t t q x y’V  .jssq1 jssq11 q y r t’ 0 j j /j 0
kys 2 2 2< < < < < <t x q y y’ 0
= exp y exp y dy /’  /2 t tt 0
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2 k ’< <1 x d t x r t0 jG exp y log Nqkys.r2 Nr2  / /  5’2 t 2t t 1 q x r tjssq10  /j
2 2 2k < < < <y r t y y’j 0
= exp y y dyH  5  /t 2 tV jssq1 1 q y r t’ 0 /j 0
2 k ’< <1 x t x r t0 jG exp y d log Nqkys.r2  / /  5’2 t 2t 1 q x r tjssq1  /j
for x g V, 1 - t - t - `, where the constant d is independent of t .0 0
Therefore, if we use t s t as the new initial value and take t to be0 0
large enough, then by a similar calculation as the case of p - p , we seec
that
1rpp
c x , t G x , y , t , 0 u y , t dy dS .  .  .H H 0 x / 5UG V1
t0 yNqkys.r2G d log t for t ) t ,0 /2
 .which implies that the constant c* in 3.5 can be taken arbitrarily large if
we choose t sufficiently large. Consequently, by Lemma 3.1 the solution0
blows up in a finite time in this case.
4. GLOBAL EXISTENCE
Proof of Theorem 2.1. If G is empty, the global existence is well1
known. Now assume that G is not empty, then the solution to the1
steady-state problem
Du s 0, for x g V , t ) 0, 4.1 .
­ u
s 1, for x g G , t ) 0, 4.2 .1­n
u s 0, for x g G , t ) 0, 4.3 .2
 .  .is positive, by the maximum principle. Let ¨ x s « u x , where
1
py1« s .p
max u x .x g V
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 .  .Then ¨ x is clearly a supersolution and the solution is global if u x F0
 .¨ x .
2  .We next consider a sectorial domain in R , i.e., V s r, u ; r ) 0, 0 -
4  . 4u - u , with the Neumann boundary G s r, u ; r ) 0 and the Dirich-0 1 0
 . 4let boundary G s r, 0 ; r ) 0 .2
 .  .LEMMA 4.1. If p ) 1 q 1r 2 q b , where b s 2r pu , and0
b 2u r , u F s 1 y exp yr sin bu exp yr 4.4 .  .  .  . .0
 .  .for a sufficiently small s ) 0, then the solution of 1.1 ] 1.4 exists for all
0 - t - `.
Proof. We construct a supersolution. Take d such that
1 3 q b y 2d b
0 - d - , p G .
4 2 q b y 2d b q 1 .
Let L be the heat operator, i.e.,
­ ­ ­ 2 1 ­ 1 ­ 2
L s y D s y y y .2 2 2 /­ t ­ t r ­ r­ r r ­u
We define
c r , u , t s t dh r , u , t g r , u , t , t ) 1, 4.5 .  .  .  .
where
b 2s r sin bu r .
h r , t , u s 1 y exp y exp y , . b  / /t 4 tt
and g ) 0 will be chosen later on. A direct calculation shows that
s b2 r 2 by2 r bsin bu r 2 .
L h s exp y exp y .2 b b  / /t 4 tt t
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Furthermore,
c ) 0 for r , u g V , t ) 1 .
d ­ h ­ g 1 ­ h ­ g
dw x w x w xL c s c q t g L h q h L g y 2 q 2 5 /t ­ r ­ r ­u ­ur
d r ­ g
d w xs t h g q L g q 5t t ­ r
br by1sin bu r 2 .
d w xq t g L h y exp y exp yb  / / 4 tt
by1 by22 br sin bu ­ g 2 br cos bu ­ g .  .
=s qb b 5t ­ r t ­ut t
d r ­ g
d w xs t h g q L g q 5t t ­ r
br by1sin bu r 2 .
dy1q s t exp y exp y J ,b  / / 4 tt
where
2 2 by2 by1 by2b r br sin bu ­ g br cos bu ­ g .  .
J s g y 2 q 2 .2 b b b­ r ­ut t t
We take
g r , u , t s exp y«j exp yj cos mu , 4 .  .  .
r
j s , m s min 1, b . .dq1r2t
Then
r ­ g
w xL g q
t ­ r
« g
ydq1r2 y1 2s t r 1 y m cos mu exp yj .  . .t
1
2qcos mu y d j y j exp yj .  . . /2
y2 dqt cos mu j y 3 exp yj .  .  .
22ycos mu j y 1 exp y2j .  .  .
2 2y«m sin mu exp y2j . .  . 5
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y dq 1r2 y 1Since m F 1, the first term in the above t r 1 y
2 .  .  .m cos mu exp yj G 0. It is clear that the remaining terms are bounded
for all t ) 1. It follows that
d r ­ g d C«
w xg q L g q G g y g
t t ­ r t t
d
G g for 1 - t - `, 4.6 .
2 t
 .  .if « is sufficiently small. Since m F b, we have sin bu cos mu y
 .  .m sin mu cos bu G 0, and hence
b2 r 2 by2 2br by2
J s g q sin bu cos mu .  .2 b bt t
ym sin mu cos bu j exp yj « g .  .  .
r bsin bu 2b cos mu .  .
y exp yj « g .b 1q2 dt t
r bsin bu 2b .
G y exp yj « g . 4.7 .  .b 1q2 dt t
 .  .  .Using the inequality 1 y exp yz G zr 1 q z for all z G 0 , we have
b b br sin bu r sin bu r sin bu .  .  .
exp yj F F 2 1 y exp y .b b b /t t t
if r bsin bu F t b , .
and
r bsin bu .
exp yj .bt
sin bu .
bs j exp yj .ydq1r2.bt
br sin bu .
b bF C F C 1 y exp y if r sin bu ) t G 1. .b /t
In both cases, we have
b br sin bu r sin bu .  .
exp yj F C 1 y exp y for t G 1. 4.8 .  .b b /t t
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 .  .  .Using 4.6 , 4.7 , and 4.8 , we find that
d C«
dw xL c G t h g y g 52 t t
G 0 for t G 1, 4.9 .
if we choose « ) 0 to be sufficiently small. We fix such an « .
Next, we calculate the boundary condition. On u s u notice that0
 . .cos bu s 0 ,0
­c 1 ­c j exp yj exp yj .  .
s s «m sin mu c s «m sin mu c . .  .0 0 dq1r2­n r ­u r t
Clearly, ­cr­n G c p on u s u if and only if0
py1py1 bs r sin bu .0
1 y exp y1yd . py1. b /t t
«m sin mu p y 1 r 2 .  .0F exp exp yj for t G 1. 4.10 .  .dq1r2  /4 tt
If r F t dq1r2, then j F 1, and
py1 py1b br sin bu r 1 .0
1 y exp y F F ,b b ydq1r2.b py1. /t t t
 . py1  .  .and therefore 4.10 is satisfied in this case if s - «m sin mu exp y10
and
1 1
1 y d q b yd q p y 1 G d q , . /2 2
which is equivalent to
3 q b y 2d b
p G , 4.11 .
2 q b y 2d 1 q b .
which is exactly how d was chosen.
On the other hand, if r ) t dq1r2, then j ) 1, and
p y 1 r 2 1 .
2 d 2exp exp yj s exp p y 1 t j y j .  . / /4 t 4
p y 1 p y 1 .
2 d 2G exp t exp j y j
8 8
2 p y 1 .
2 dG exp y exp t ; /p y 1 8 .
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 .thus the right-hand side of 4.10 grows exponentially fast as t ª `, and
 .4.10 is satisfied in this case if s is sufficiently small.
Now c is a supersolution. Thus, if
u r , u F c r , u , 1 for r , u g V , .  .  .0
 .  .then the solution u r, u , t F c r, u , t q 1 , and therefore it must be
global in time.
Remark 4.1. The function c is monotone in u . Therefore
u01r py1.b b sin bu c r , u , t q 1 du .  .H
0
 .gives a supersolution to the system 2.4 .
 .  .Now we are going to construct a supersolution of 1.1 ] 1.4 for an
orthant domain in R N.
 .Under our assumption p ) p s 1 q 1r N q k y s , we can choosec
 .d g 0, 1r4 to be sufficiently small such that
1
F N q k y s y 2d 1 q k y s . .
p y 1
Construct an auxiliary function as
c x , t s g x , t g x , t g x , t , .  .  .  .1 2 3
where
s d x 2 q ??? qx 2 « x q ??? qx .1 s 1 s
g x , t s exp y 1 y y , .1 ydqsr2  5 / ’s 4 tt t
1 x xsq1 k
g x , t s 1 y exp y ??? 1 y exp y .2  5  5kys.r2  /  /t tt
2 2x y 1 q ??? q x y 1 .  .sq1 k
= exp y , 54 t
and
1 x 2 q ??? qx 2kq1 N
g x , t s exp y . .3 Nyk .r2  /4 tt
 .  .  .Since =g = g g s 0, =g =g s 0, and g y D g s 0, g t y D g s 01 2 3 2 3 2 t 2 3 3
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we have
c y Dc s g g g y D g .t 2 3 1 1t
c d 1 d x q ??? qx1 s2G ? y « s y « y  /  / ’t 2 2 s t
d d x 2 q ??? qx 21 sq 1 y 5 /s s 4 t
G 0,
provided we take « ) 0 to be small enough. We fix such an « .
Obviously,
c x , t G 0 for x g V , t G 1 .
On the Neumann boundary G , we claim that1
­c
py G c for x s 0 j s 1, 2, . . . , s 4.12 .  .j­ x j
 .if p ) p s 1 q 1r N q k y s and s sufficiently small.c
We shall calculate only for x s x , since all the calculations are thej 1
same. Note that
­c «
y s c ,’­ x t1
 .and therefore 4.12 is equivalent to
py1’t c F « on x s 0. 4.13 .1
Clearly
py1 py1 py1’s t x xsq1 kpy1’t c F 1 y exp y ??? 1 y exp yydqNr2. py1.  /  /t tt
2 2x y 1 x y 1 .  .sq1 k
= exp y p y 1 q ??? q . 4.14 .  . 54 t 4 t
We next claim that, for x G 0, j s s q 1, . . . , k,j
2py1x x y 1 C .j j
1 y exp y exp y p y 1 F . ydq1r2. py1. /  5t 4 t t
for 1 F t - `. 4.15 .
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In fact, if x F t dq1r2 q 1, thenj
2py1x x y 1 .j j
1 y exp y exp y p y 1 . /  5t 4 t
py1py1x 2jF F for 1 F t - `,ydq1r2. py1.t t
while if x ) t dq1r2 q 1, then by using 1 y eyz F z for z G 0,j
2py1x x y 1 p y 1 . .j j 2 d1 y exp y exp y p y 1 F exp y t .  5 /  5t 4 t 4
for 1 F t - `,
the right-hand side of the above inequality decays exponentially fast as
 .t ª ` and therefore 4.15 will also be satisfied in this case.
 .  .Now substituting 4.15 into 4.14 , we obtain
py1 ’Cs t 1 .
py1’t c F ydqNr2. py1. ydq1r2. py1. kys.t t
F « for t G 1,
 . py1provided s is small such that Cs F « and
1 N 1
y yd q q yd q k y s p y 1 F 0, .  . /2 2 2
which is equivalent to
1
F N q k y s y 2d 1 q k y s . .
p y 1
 .We now conclude that c x, t is a supersolution.
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